BMG RUSH PARTIES
COURTS GAMES AND
ACTIVITIES
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DODGEBALL
Simon Says- Ages
1-5

Works better
during TODDLER
TIME. One person
is Simon (the host
could begin it) Giving a series of commands
while saying ‘Simon Says’. With the older range
of children, attempt saying commands faster
and faster.

Attack The Castle- Ages 5-10

Divide the party into two teams. Attackers and
protectors. One player from the protectors must
be named King/Queen. Put each team either
side of dodge ball, while the attackers hold onto
the balls on their side called ‘the castle’.
Attackers must then throw the balls towards
the King/Queen while the protectors must make
sure King/Queen is not hit. The party host must
throw any balls that enter the castle back
towards the attackers. The castle loses when
the King/Queen is hit 3 times.
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Crossfire- Ages 6-15

Split party into 2. Half are jumpers on
trampolines and other half are throwers on the
back walls. One at a time each thrower throws
a ball at a jumper attempting to get them out. If
a jumper gets hit they are out until the next
round.
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NINJA
WARRIOR
Turbo-Ages 8-15

In turns everyone
attempts to run
the whole course.
If a child falls into
the pit they are out and must join the back of the
queue. If one person runs the whole course
without falling they are crowned the winner. If
more than one wins, let them run the course
again and time them. (Use a timer from courts –
ask a monitor). Whoever runs it the quickest is
the winner.

Relay- Ages 5-10

Each child must stand in front of an obstacle (X
max) – dependable on how many stages. Starting
from the beginning each child must complete
their obstacle and touch hands with the next
person waiting to run their obstacle. A child can
only run their obstacle when their hand is hit.
Time each team to see who can run it the fastest.
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BATTLE
BEAMS
Knock-OffAges 6-15

Split the team
into 2
(dependable on
age and height). Put each team either side of the
battle beam. One person from each team, takes
turns to battle their opponent on the beam. The
winner stays on until they are knocked off. Repeat
until everyone has had a go while keeping score
of how many children win from each team,
resulting to a winning team.

Party Host Knock-Off – Ages 6-15

Push the party to encourage the birthday child or
one person of the birthday child’s choice to
challenge you on the battle beam. If the child wins
they can win a prize (skittles or chocolate
buttons) – make sure you note in down for stock
control.
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WIPEOUT
Last One
Standing Ages 815

**Height
Restrictions**.
Depending on how
many children are in the party, split them up so
each go has a fair amount of people. Start the
Wipeout (ages over 18 employees only – ask a
court monitor if needed). Encourage the children
watching to cheer. After the duration of the
game, there should be a winner(s) last standing.
The winner stays on until they fall off, while
competing against a new set of their party
guests.
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TUMBLE
LANES
Races – Ages 1-7

Suitable for
TODDLER TIME.
Split the group into
2 (make sure to
make it fair depending on height & age). 1 at a
time from each group has to race down to the
bottom of the lane, use following techniques:
jumping, all 4’s, crawling, side jumping. Influence
both groups to cheer their team on. Use all 4
techniques and keep score to see which group
wins.
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FOAM PITS
Furthest Jump –
Ages 1-5

Suitable for
TODDLER TIME. Use
rock wall foam pit,
and line the party up
facing the foaming
next to one another.
One at a time each
child should jump into the pit. During each go,
encourage the party to cheer each child.
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MAIN COURTS
Different move or you’re
out. Ages 8-15

Split party into 2. Two
people from each group
takes it in turns to do a
different trick on a
trampoline and go to the back of the line. The
first team to get through everyone with all
different tricks are the winners.

Follow me. Ages 9-15

In one group, the first person does a trick. The
next person goes after doing the first trick and
one of their own. Each person must do all
previous tricks in order and adding their own at
the end. Anyone who forgets the tricks or does a
same trick for their own, are out of the game. The
last person to perform the full sequence is the
winner.
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FOOTBALL
FRENZY
ALWAYS tell the senior of
the court shift during your
party setup the jump time,
quantity of children and
your first chosen game for
your party. Confirm a court
monitor can set the game
up ready for you. Failing to
do this prior to your party
can lead to a negative look on your party and you
as a party host.
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Quick Draw – 5v5 -Ages 6-14
= Child
= Ball

There are 2
teams with
the ball in the
centre of the
pitch. 2v2 :
first to get
the ball when
the party host
says “GO” will
win a point
for their
team.
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Focusing and Finishing – 5v5 – Ages 8-14
= Child
= Ball
= Cone
= Cone

P.H

Split the party
into 2 teams.
One person
from each
team, one at a
time should run
towards the
cones, touch all
4 and run back
through the 2
cones in the
middle of the
pitch. The first
to get the ball
and shoot wins
a point for their
team.

SHOOT HERE
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Catch Me If You Can – Ages 5-13
= Child

Player 1

= Ball
= Cone

Two children at a
time take
position either
corner of the
pitch. Dribbling
the ball between
the cones while
chasing each
other. The first to
tag the other
person is the
winner and
another person
takes the losers
place. Continue
the game until
everyone has had
a go.
Player 2
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TODDLER COURT
Building Blocks

Work with the party and build a row of towers using
the foam blocks. Once built, get the children in a
row facing the towers and count down from 5
leading them into jumping into the towers. (Make
sure they jump into the foam pits).
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